An oven __ is useful for picking up hot dishes
Best thing for baking
"Everything but the kitchen __..."
Get the dustpan when you're done with this
Good for serving soups and sauces
Great for making cake batter and bread dough
One element of a stove; in the U.K. it's called a "hob"
Keeping them sharp makes them more useful
Dig for it when it's time to prepare for a birthday
Found near almost every sink; some people prefer sponges
Most are combined with the refrigerator, but some stand alone
A __ spoon is good for retrieving food in hot liquid
Essential for flipping food that's cooking
Useful device for washing vegetables or rinsing the sink
Featured in the cartoon "The Brave Little __"
"Old mother Hubbard, went to the __"
Kills the germs while washing
If you're lucky, your refrigerator has one
Forks, knives, spoons, etc
Kids don't want to get caught with their hand here
Useful when you need to reheat leftovers or for popcorn
General term for helpful machines in the kitchen
Beats doing them by hand
Also known as gourmet roll-fed napkins
The cooking containers that go on the stovetop
Better than a countertop for chopping vegetables
Keeps food cold, but keep it clean to avoid odors
Motorized food chopper

Enter unused letters from puzzle, in order:

__ __ __ __ __

__ __ __ __ __
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